The data center is evolving — and with it the concept of data center efficiency.

It’s not just that agencies are under pressure to consolidate and reduce the cost of their data center operations. They also are dealing with increasing demands for the applications and services they provide.

The old notion of a data center — a building full of servers that can be expanded at will as the demand to host applications increased — is gone for good. The new environment, defined by perpetual budget constraints but still increasing user needs, requires data centers that deliver more computing power but also cost less to run and take up less space.

The term data center efficiency has stayed the same, but it’s the technologies to drive those efficiencies that have changed, said Dennis Tolliver, enterprise server channel sales specialist at Hewlett-Packard.

“As the technology has developed, other things that we didn’t have the means to interpret 10 years ago, such as Power Usage Efficiency (PUE), have cropped up,” he said.

The Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI), launched by the Office of Management and Budget in 2010, sets the standard for what is expected from government agencies. With a goal of closing at least 40 percent of the government’s 3,133 data centers by the end of 2015, the focus now has to be on “computing power and density instead of capacity,” according to federal CIO Steven VanRoekel.

Along with that comes a need for agencies to wrap their arms around a number of different metrics for cost savings. Cutting energy use has been a focus for some years and power usage effectiveness (PUE), the ratio of the total amount of power used in the data center to the power used just by the IT equipment, is the most common metric used to measure data center efficiency. Now, the FDCCI mandate requires agencies to also include such things as the reduction in floor area and server rack counts in their overall cost metrics.

The availability of new technologies such as virtualization, blade servers and high-density storage is helping to change the measure of data center efficiencies. Rich Campbell, federal chief technologist at EMC Corp., thinks that the equation has shifted from much compute-power-per-square-foot can be thrown at an application to how much compute power, storage and network capacity is needed for each application.

“Compared to ten years ago, I can put the same amount of processing power into maybe a third of the space,” he said. “That changes the efficiency model, which is no longer based on compute-power-per-square-foot but on compute-resources-per-rack-unit.”

And it turns out that when it comes to data center space efficiency — a result of the focus on density that VanRoekel talked about — organizations generally have not done a good job with that, despite the fact that most of them have made it a priority to get more out of their available floor space.

“It turns out there’s a lot more room available than we thought,” said David Cappuccio, a managing vice president responsible for data center research at Gartner. “In both the private and public sectors, for example, they don’t come close to filling up the server racks. They’re only around 60 percent full, on average.”

Beyond any mandates to make their data centers as efficient as possible, agencies could also have a financial incentive to do so. Faisal Iqbal, manager for systems engineering in Citrix Systems’ public sector, said there are already “very forward thinking folks” at agencies who are looking to create data centers that can house several agencies and share capacity on as-as-needed basis.

“Thereir thinking is that, if they can build a data center and make it so efficient that they’ll have extra capacity, then they can share that and charge for it,” he said. “That makes the data center a much cheaper proposition than if the agency is just operating it for itself.”
VIRTUALIZATION: THE KEY TO DRIVING EFFICIENCY

Virtualization is recognized as a key to better utilization of servers, which by extension will lead to more efficient data centers. Increasingly, however, it’s also being seen as the foundation on which all other efficiency endeavors should be built.

Compared to just a few years ago, virtualization is much more reliable and effective and is considered a proven technology. Much of the current generation of application and management software is written with virtualization in mind, which is essential to providing the redundancy and scalability needed to spread workloads over larger numbers of servers to achieve higher efficiencies.

“Three years ago virtualization was a new technology that was neither as reliable or as effective as it is now, with all of the redundant features it has today,” said Dennis Tolliver, enterprise server channel sales specialist at Hewlett-Packard. “And if they do go with virtualization, they can get as much as a 50 percent greater reduction if they go with newer server platforms also, rather than simply consolidating in place on older servers.”

Agencies need to think long-term, he said, developing a three-to-five-year outlook on their investments in the data center. So it’s not just what they’ll save today on their data center renovation, but what they will save over the next few years due to improved performance and efficiencies. “Doing it that way I think they’ll see that the payback will be very quick,” Tolliver said.

Go beyond the traditional idea of efficiencies and virtualization offers even more. It’s driving more innovative and cost effective methods of data recovery, image manage, lifecycle management and even backup, among other things.

“When we work with agencies on virtualization, they certainly start out by looking to traditional elements of efficiency, such as the power and cooling savings they will make,” said Keenan Baker, inside solutions architect for servers and storage at CDW Government (CDW-G). “But as they go through the implementation, they also realize it eases a lot of other issues, such as bringing machines on line faster and easier, which also translates into cost savings.”

It could take some time for this to become part of the mainstream, however. By and large, agencies are turning to virtualization with traditional expectations of power and cooling savings, said Baker. Other benefits, such as enhanced management capabilities and consolidation of management interfaces, don’t yet figure into a lot of buying decisions.

“Long term, they certainly see a lot of cost savings through virtualization,” he said, “but there are a lot of these other, more intangible things to do with overall data center efficiency that they have trouble putting numbers to.”

It might also require a change in the way even settled ideas associated with virtualization are considered. The FDCCI, for example, requires agencies to look at server virtualization as an increase in the number of virtual servers on each physical host, but that might not be an adequate indicator of efficiencies.

What most organizations mean when they say they are near full virtualization is that they are running virtualization on something like 80 percent of their servers, said David Cappuccio, managing vice president at Gartner responsible for data center research. But if you ask them what the server performance levels are in peak hours, it’s only in the mid-20s.

“What they should be looking at instead is what those peak performance levels are, then set a target for what they want them to be, and then put enough workload on the servers to hit that target,” he said. “Sometimes it could be one or two workloads, other times 40, but the idea is to get the most performance out of the servers during peak hours, and that way they’d get the most data center utilization.”
Athough storage has always played a part in improving data center efficiency, it’s usually been treated as something of an afterthought. That’s beginning to change, though, particularly as data centers are increasingly virtualized. In most scenarios, virtualized storage becomes a point of mediation for enabling dynamic resource scheduling, failovers and other vital functions.

The importance of storage in the data center has been recognized by the Green Grid, an international industry consortium that developed the power usage efficiency (PUE) metric that has driven so much of the data center efficiency improvements over the past few years. Last year, the Green Grid proposed the Data Center Storage Efficiency (DCsE) metric as a way for data center operators to identify inefficiencies in their storage resources, in much the same way that PUE can be used to improve infrastructure energy efficiency.

Most organizations are at least sensitive to the notion that efficiency is more than just infrastructure costs, according to Mark Weis, vice president, federal sales at Spectra Logic. They increasingly look to older storage technologies such as tape libraries as a way of extending power and cooling limitations.

“The more power and cooling they can save with tape libraries, the more room they have to make decisions with other parts of the IT infrastructure that will inevitably consume more power,” he said.

Just from an overall cost perspective, agencies are looking to a variety of different storage technologies to give them the maximum performance for the investments they make in the data center. One is example is the solid state flash drive, which has come down in price to the point where it can be considered a regular part of the storage set up, particularly in virtualized environments.

“You can mix solid state with [cheaper] SAS [Serial Attached SCSI] rotating drives that enables you to hit both capacity and performance marks at a very good price point,” said Keenan Baker, inside solutions architect for servers and storage at CDW Government (CDW-G). “It ends up saving you a bundle of money. And technologies like that are emerging all around the data center as you start to virtualize the environment.”

Getting the right mix of technologies also can be used to improve energy efficiencies. Many organizations are now considering such things as tiered storage arrangements as a way of reducing costs, moving often-used data to faster and more power-hungry drives, while putting the majority of the rest of their data to slower and higher density storage.

That approach worked well for one storage-hungry but space-deficient organization that David Cappuccio, a vice president at Gartner, worked with. He ran a model assuming that 40 percent of its data would be on high-performance drives, with the rest slowly migrating to high-density Serial ATA drives. The organization’s storage density went from 700 terabytes to 2.2 petabytes in the same rack space, with an overall drop in power consumption of around 19 percent.

“Then we went even more aggressive and the total storage went to around 7 petabytes for an overall power increase of just 3 percent,” he said. “So, just using different technology produced a massive increase in performance and density-per-square-foot of space.”

What is clear that agency demand for data storage will only increase in the coming years as agencies invest more in Big Data, full-motion video and other data-intensive applications. The federal storage market grew to over $1 billion in fiscal year 2011, according to GovWin Consulting, a 22 increase in just three years. With agencies under orders from OMB to cut IT spending, the drive to force data center storage efficiencies will only ratchet higher.
Measuring data center efficiency is not just a way of seeing how well you are doing, but what you could do to increase efficiency. Getting the metrics right by which you measure efficiency is therefore critical to data center planning.

It depends very much on what agency officials see as their particular efficiency challenge – and what they want to get from the data center. Many agencies are focused on reducing their energy costs. Their goal is to use the smallest amount of power necessary to run their IT and cool the servers. Others are more focused on system uptime and application availability and so might be willing to lose a little on the energy use side of the equation.

Power usage efficiency (PUE), a metric developed by the Green Grid, an international industry consortium, has been a major driver for greater energy efficiencies in data centers since it was published in 2007. It represents the ratio of the total power used to run the data center facility, including that for lighting and cooling, to the power used just to run the IT equipment.

The ideal PUE is 1.0. The FDCCI has made a PUE between 1.3 and 1.6 a target for agencies, while also acknowledging that the typical results achieved in data centers so far are usually in the range of 2.0 to 3.0. Another metric, data center infrastructure efficiency (DCIE), is the inverse of PUE.

The past few years have seen a rising interest in factors other than straight efficiency, such as environmental impact. With that in mind, the Green Grid announced in November 2012 that its members had agreed on measurement guidelines and development steps for three new efficiency metrics: Green Energy Coefficient (GEC), Energy Reuse Factor (ERF), and Carbon Usage Effectiveness (CUE).

The new metrics “go a long way in addressing the limitations of the original PUE metric, which only really measures how efficiently the energy consumed is being used,” consortium officials said in a statement. “It doesn’t look at the inputs to and outputs from the PUE, nor at the implications in terms of carbon emissions.”

However, others question the value of PUE and the other metrics, saying they don’t address the larger but related issue of how well data centers deliver on their IT mission. David Cappuccio, who is responsible for data center research at Gartner, said PUE might help an agency reduce energy costs, but it does nothing to help that agency get the most out of its IT resources.

“PUE makes no sense because it has nothing to do with IT efficiency, it just measures the facility,” he said. “I tell people that, if you run the IT shop and want to bring in newer technology because it will improve performance and productivity but also happens to be more energy efficient, then PUE can actually get worse even as the IT gets more efficient.”

Instead, he proposes using a Rack Unit Effectiveness (RUE) metric. Based on the same optimal/actual usage concept behind the PUE, his RUE would measure how much of the available rack space is being used.

This could also be used as a planning tool from a technology refresh angle, he said. If organizations have, say, an 80 percent density in a data center today and want to upgrade half of the racks to current generation servers, they could use RUE to see the impact this would have on the space itself.

“That turns out to be an eye opener for most people,” he said.
Improving data center efficiency usually means upgrading a lot of the server, storage, power and cooling systems with newer technology that is both more energy-efficient than older technology and is smaller, which helps in meeting density requirements. But that costs money, time and labor so, why bother? Why not just buy a new, efficient data center in one go?

That’s the idea behind containerized data centers, a growing part of the overall data center business. They are literally data centers housed in shipping containers, with servers, power supplies and cooling systems delivered as single unit. Just plug them in and go.

NASA was one of the first government agencies to use containerized systems, using them to help build its Nebula cloud computing platform, which provides compute and storage capacity on demand for NASA scientists and researchers. The containers enabled the agency to set up the data center infrastructure needed for Nebula in a fraction of the time and at much lower cost than it would have needed to actually build new data centers.

Each container holds up to 15,000 CPU cores and some 15 petabytes of storage. Built on green energy principles, they were rated as some 50 percent more efficient than traditional, brick-and-mortar data centers when they were rolled into the NASA Ames Research Center site in 2009. They also helped cut the average data center planning cycle from an average of around two years to just 120 days.

NASA Goddard also is planning to install a containerized data center as one of the three that will remain after it has consolidated down from its previous 13 data centers.

The Army is another government organization that has also recently opted for containerized data centers, as part of its five-year, $250 million Area Processing Centers Army Private Cloud (APC2) initiative, for which it made awards in January of 2012.

The Army plans to close around 185 of its data centers by the end of 2015, as part of the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI), but also has a moratorium in place against the building of any new data centers, so the containers provide a ready answer for new data center capacity for its private cloud initiative.

However, the verdict is still out on the ultimate effectiveness of containerized data centers. You still have to find enough space to put the containers on site, provide security for them, and also hook up power and chilled water supplies.

Modern server technology provides modular and relatively cheap ways to upgrade existing data centers. Blade servers allow for high performance compute power in less space than traditional rack mounted servers, use fewer power supplies and need less fans and cooling. Intelligent power distribution units allow data center managers to know exactly where the power is going, how much is being used and even how hot servers are running.

When you look at the technology behind containerized data centers, it’s based on virtualization with a management layer on top of that, said Faisal Iqbal, manager for systems engineering in Citrix Systems’ public sector. That’s pretty much the same approach that agencies are using to modernize their existing data centers.

Containerized data centers definitely have some direct application to tactical scenarios in the military, he said, and even some civilian agencies that want to drive down physical maintenance costs in their data centers.

“But you can derive the same kind of efficiencies with the data centers you own today, if you do things correctly,” he said. “There’s no reason why you can’t make them as efficient as these containerized data centers.”
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